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CLt.PTER I
D~TRODUCTION

In "1965,

t~e

Arr:.erica:r: Nurses Associatio::;. Committee of

Education defined the rrovement of students from a hosnitalbased to a

university-ce~tered

nursing education program as

a major issue facing r:ursing educators (Aruerica:1 N-,lrses
Association, "1965:-10'?-108).

This shift was, and still is,

an attempt to improve the professional status of nursing
through the individual

~rofessional

socialization precess.

All -c.niversi ty-centered programs, hmtJever, are not
exactly alike.

Even tt.o-:;.gh they all confer

t~e

bachelors'

degree, structural diffe=ences distinguishing some from
others among therr. may be equal or even wider than the differences between hospital and university programs.
The purpose of tn:_s stt:dy is to explore t!:e effect of
educational structural differences on the individual's professional socialization in two university settings, Loyola
University of Chicago (hereafter "Loyola 11 ) a!ld the University of Illinois (l:erea::ter

11

IlJ:inois 11 ) .

These two particular collegiate progracs presented a
good opportunity for this study because,
and Loyola are both

::o~r

alt~ough

year university nursing

Illinois
progra~s

::ully accredited by the National League o:: 7ursing and

1

2

located in Chicago,

Illi~cis;

t~ey

differ in their

inter~al

educational structures.
T~e

two most

prono~nced

unlike Loyola, Illinois

ad~its

structural differences are:
only students of sophomore

status or above; and secondly, Loyola's program does not
incorporate clinical nursing courses into the curriculum
until the junior year, whereas Illinois offers clinical
coursework beginning in the
T~ese

sopho~ore

year.

internal structural differences presented me

with an opportunity to develop a comparative study of the
relationship between the educational structure and the
individual's prcfessionalization using these two programs.
Based on a careful review of the sociological literature on professions and an

exa~ination

professionalization as defined in the

of the problem of

nursi~g

literature,

a five-page q_1..1.estionnaire '<das designed to gather data for
this study.
Tha sample

six

volu~teer

pop1.~lation

included four hundred and tvJenty

subjects equally representing the sophomore,

junior, and senior classes in the two programs.
The two goals of tiis project are:

~o

assess the value

of individual professionalizatio::-1 models developed in the
sociological literature in

i~terpreting

my results; and

secondly, to use tbis assess=ent as .an aid in gaining a
better 1;.:1derstanding of

t~1e

interactive role of individual
,

.

professionalization on the construction of, and cnanges ln

3
e. professional organization

&~d

related bL:.reaucratic struc-

tures.
Chapter t1:1o contains my theoretical model.

Chapter

three will specifically focus on the question of nursing as
a profession.

Chapter four will explain the research meth-

ods employed.

Chapter five will present the actual analysis

of data.

And finally, chapte::- six v1ill atte:r::pt to assess

the value of my findings, as ":!ell as, outline future directions of study I plan to take in this area.

CHAPTE~

II

OF STl!DY

THEORETICAL FO:RI"'UL.A::'IOH

Definition of .Professio:'1alization
Professionalization,
the study of occupational

a~cording

in the direction of a

cha~ge

T~:tis

profession (Friedsor;, 1973: 61).
two levels: the individual
Individual

a~~

change occurs on

the organizational.

professional~zation

mal training period and

to Ritzer, refers to

begins with the for-

throughout the entire

conti~ues

association an individual has with the selected professian.

Change at this level

action

...

..L.

De v't'!Ben

ccc~rs

1

vD.e professio~al

.J._

throug2 the inter-

socialization process

and other types of adult socialization occurring simultaneously.
Organizational professionalizaticn refers to change
at the professional community level.

This change cones

about thrm.:'.gh tb.e professions..::.. organizatio:1' s interaction

vit~

individuals

wit~in t~e

nity and througj interaction
other

.

~~e

occupatic~al

professional coGnu-

nrofessional orcanizaa~d

societal level or-

..

;38..rllZal7J..Ol1S.
T~e

primary

foc~s

of

t~is

ual nrcfessionalization nrocess
4

occ~rrins

within the

5
formal traininG period.

Tiis is a study o: t'tw under-

graduate university-centered
~owever,

sc~ools

of

nu~sing.

necessary to include a discussion of

t~e

It is,
organ-

izational level and this will be done briefly in chapter
three.
Three points to be stressed in a definition of individual professionalization--professional socialization
--are: it is a continious process, not beginning and ending ·H±th the formal training period; it is a role that
must be learned; and, most

i~portantly,

it is a social

rather than acculturation process.
Socialization As a Coiltin~wus·., Process
Pro~essional socialization is a process that neither
begins uith the student's entrance into a training program
nor does it end VJith graduation froo that program. 1
Sociological studies o: adult socialization have
neglected problems in

occupa~ional

socialization

w~ile

research in professional socialization overlooks events
it. lateral life roles.

This shm,ls up as a \<Teakness in the

sociolo:-;ical literature on i:r:d.ividual professionalization.
Cbe ::-eason o£'fered by Ole seT:. and Hhi ttaker for this

p~e-

nocenon is, "Historically, sociological investigators

1 studies supporting t~is assumption include:
Lortie ("1959), Becker (1952) ~ and Olesen ar:d \'Jhittaker
( 1968).

::::ave ::·ai2..ed to

accou~t

::o::- l·ateral .fe.ccts of voce.tional

socialization, perb.a:9s beca:'.se
ffiedicine, engineering, anQ
almost exclusively, in

t~e pro.-!:'essio::1s--la~·.r,

t~eology--recruited

w~ose

males

life roles the resolution

of problems was supposedly not relevant 11 (Olesen and
Whittaker, 1968: 10).
It is the theoretical position of this paper that
professional socializatim1 is a type of ad:Ilt socialization which is not only affected by an individual's previous socialization, but also, interacts simultaneously
\'lith other components of adult socialization that ldll
occur through the life-cycle.
Socialization As a Learning Process
As stated previously, to be a member of a professional

co~munity

one must

lea~n

the role.

The educational

system, i::1cluding both its formal and informal dimmensions
as an approved insitutional cechanism of socialization,
lS

the wost commonly focused upon system in the study of

professional socialization.

In fact, Durkheim equated

the process of education to that of socialization
(Durkheim, 1955: 71).
The goal of professional socialization is the incorporatio~

of sroup values and norms into the individual's

.,
.
se..L.L :tna;;e.
~

"It is the acquisition of the specialized

knmTled;::;e, skills, atti t1..~des, values, norms, and interests
of the nrofession that the

i~tividual

tlishes to practice"

?rofessional education
cept

t~at

must include

~s

a multidimensional con-

str~ct~ral

tion system, both formal

ele~ents

of the educa-

i:1.::ormal, as Hell as, the

a~1d

cognitive and affective process of socialization for the
indi vid"G.al.
Socialization As a Social Process
In the structural educational system a student
passes through a number of stages in his or her transition from layperson to

professio~al.

These stages include:

observation and identification 1:rith role models; irn:nitation,

through

pri~arily

t~e

process of role-playing: eval-

uation of this behavior; alteration of behavior and.
tudes; and internalization o:

t~1e

atti~

values, norms, and atti-

tudes of the profession.
This process however takes place
interaction

~etween

the

stude~t

t~rough

a mutual

and the socializing agent

and it should not be confused with 'acculturation' where,
11

one

2;::-o~:rp ta~ces

over elements of t'::e culture of other

gro-:_,_ps 11 (Olesen and Hhittaker, 'i')68: 1S~2).
is instead

t~e

sharing of va:ues aTid attitudes between

the socializing agents and
more,

t~is

Socialization

relatio~ship

t~e

socializee.

And further-

is reciprocal, not unidirectional.

A st1Ade:'1t may influence the ·::.ehavior of professors through
affectional ties, acting as

t~e

professor's ally, by per-

foroin; so well that his or

~er

services are attractive

8

to the professor

(

C)

.:.~.osen

and 32tes, 1957: 80).

In conclusion, this mutual interaction between the
socializee and the

socializi~g

has an active role in his or

agent, where the socializee

~er

own socialization and in

the educational system, is the most fundamental aspect of
individual professionalization.
This completes the definition of professionalization
for this study.

The focus vlill novl shift to a discussion

of the basic theoretical problems in a sociological study
of individual professionalization.
Theoretical Problem
Three grm•ling trends a:fecting sociological literature on individual professionalization are: an emphasis on
the active role of the student in his or her own professional development-;

increasing stress on the interaction of

the individual level \vi t~1 the organizational level of professionalization as a significant force in change; and, in
conjunction with the first trend, an increase in heterogeneity in

t~e

t:1.ere.1'ore,

types of individuals entering the professions

bringin~s

a greate:::- variety o: experience into

the professional educational setting.
Active Role of Socializees
l'-1erto::., i11 his study o: medical students, defined
professional socialization as, "the process by 1r1hich people selectively acquire the values and attitudes, the interests, skills and knowled;e--i:1 short, t~e culture-'. - t-~ey are, or seek to become
current i:::-:
t o wn1c2

a :oer.:ber" (1-':ertoYl, 1957: 287).
that this is a social process

Eerton goes o:-: to stipulate
~etween

students e.nc. --::.ose
...

.J_,

who are significant for them.
T~e

:act that Nerton "J.ses the terms 'selectively'

on the part of the socializee and 'social iYlteraction' to
describe the process of professional socialization indicate
his avmreness of the students' active role in their training.

He apparently did not look at the consequences of

this interaction beyond the individ:;_al' s ovm professj_onal
outcome.
In 1961, Becker discusses socialization as a sharing
of values and attitudes between the socializee and the
socializing agents (Becker, 1961: 62-273).

His main em-

phasis is however on the 'stages' a

student must

~edical

pass through in the socialization process (Becker and Geer,
1958: 50).

Becke~

Therefore,

profession rei·lected in the

seens to assune a stable

edu_catio~al

str1..1ctL1re to 'l'ihich

students 'react' rather than 'interact' v-Ji t:'-l during the
individual socialization process.
Studies cited above
ganizations, and the

ap~ear

educatic~al

them, as stable systems

to view

professio~al

str~ctures

inte~acting

or-

representing

with students but

unchanged by this interaction.
In 1S68 OleseYl and Whittaker, this time usiY1g
studeYlts as

su~jects,

socializatio~.
mut~al

T~ey

studief

t~e

n~rsing

process of professional

concluded that this interaction is a

one between socializees and the socializing agents

'10
represe~ting

the educational.str~cture (192).

They noted

how the student not only affects his or her own professional outcome through this mutuel interaction but,

thro~gh

the social interaction with representatives of the educational structure, the

stude~ts

are able to effect change

within the actual structure of their educational program.
What ap1pears to have taken place in the examination
of sociological literature cited above, is a progression
from viewing the student as active in his or her own proffessionalization process and reacting to the educational
structure as representative of an assumed stable professional organization to a view of the student mutually
interacting with and effecting change in the educational
structure.
The view of students actually affecting the educational structure logically leads to and supports developnent of the second trend in individual professionalization.
That is an interaction between individual and organizational professionalization as a fcrce of change in the profession.
Interaction of Individual and
Organizational Professionalization
As indicated in the opening lines of this paper, the
American Nurses Association C..ecided in '1S65 that to improve
the pro:·essional status of n::.rsir.g it 1,-ms necessary to
alter the educational

struct~re

of nursing education.

11
m,...,
i -'-"-'<;.::>

of

t,·ro~J.~

•

t~e

n a:9pear to ind.ice.te an m·mre::1ess, at so:::e level,

---

part

i~dividual

professionalization plays in changes

at the organizational level.
Bucher and Stelling (1977)_designed a theoretical
model that seems to account :or the interrelationship between the individual and organizational level of professionalization..

Their st"Udy included subjects from

t\,TO

psychiatric residency progra2s, a progran Ior specialization i!l internal medicine, and a program for graduate study
in bioche:r:Jistry.
They claim to have acquired a view of how people
shaped by

t~eir

social institutions still create their

ovm professional identity that, in turn, effects change at
the organizational level.

A further discussion of this

rr.odei ·uill a"Jnear in t:1e next

c~apter

of this stu.dy.

If indeed this theoretical model is accurate it again
emphasizes t2:e icportance o:: the socializee 's active role
not only in

~is

or her own

professionalizatio~

but, just

as importantly, the significance of the socializee's role
on the profession itself.

T~erefore,

a

t~ird

in individual professionalization, namely,

recent trend

heteroge~eity

in the types. of candidates entering pro:essional educational str;J.ctures, plays an inpo::-tant role in professional
socialization studies.

Eeteror;eni ty o: ;3t-:_:;_C..ent P01YL1ls.tion
A recent article

in the Loyola World

p~~lis~ec

(Novecber, 1979) 2 discussed

in the characteristics

of students entering Loyola Cniversity's Stritch School
of Medicine over the last ten years.

Major changes in-

eluded: an increase in the nu:::.ber o:: 'lrTomen enrolled, the
increase in acceptance of older students, and a greater
percentage of students entering \·lith an educational background in liberal arts.
This change is not just characteristic of a catholic
or a reginal

~niversity

at the societal level.

p~eno~enon

but reflects changes

Diversification in characteristics

of entering students to 9rofessional educational structures
has acted as a catalyst of sorts in individual professionalization studies.
It is o:: interest to

~1o-:e

that the recent break-

throughs in sociological literature on professional socialization have been by
. , .

sociolo;~sts

studying students in

' or marglna
.
1 proresslcns
~
.
(-o
,
d St e 11_lng,
.
~ucner an

specla~lZeQ

1977

a~d

Olesen and Whittaker (1958) •. This is

variation is

~ost

likely to

s~ow

w~ere

a

up.

As cited above, Merton and others were quite aware

2 The Loyola World ~s a newsletter published monthly
during t~e acadeoic year for t~e faculty and staff at
Loyo:a G~iversity of Chicago.
l-2
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in

1S50's and early 1SGOJs o.:' t1'le role a student played

in

m-vn professionalization.

But possibly due to the,

homogeneity of the student population and lack of supporting data in the field of adult socialization (of which professional socialization is
ual

c~aracteristics

o~e

type), the types of individ-

students possessed, while in their role

of socializee, were not studied by sociologists as effecting either their professional outcome or even more signi~icantly

effecting the profession itself.
Problem of Theoretical Integration

It is clear from the diccussion above_that, an adequate theoretical model of professional socialization must
include the follmving components.

Students come from a

variety of backgrounds and past experiences..

These stu,..,

dents interact \·.ri th other students and socializing agents
within the structure of an

educatio~al

system that is

representative of the larger professional organization.
And, these students through tbe active role they have
playeC. in their ovm professionalization •;-;ill have an effect
on the profession.
Since no adequate theoretical model exist at this
time to account for all aspects of the process cited

above~

the first theoretical problen is to develop a strategy of
t:1eory building.

This \':O:J.ld be -casec. on t"':-le theories and

results of previous professional socialization st1:dies.

A

strategy developed .:'or this p'..lrpose 1.·1ill be outlined. in t:he
next sectiOl:.

Theo~etica:

T1e focus of this
sionalization.

~cdel

is on individual profes-

stu~y

In entering at the individual level, one

assunes two independent variables are operatins that effect
the process.
'individual

The first, for lack
sets'.

~haracteristic

o~

a better label, is the

This includes types of

individual characteristics t:ie student population has that
might interact with the process of professionalization.
Sex, age, and ethnicity of a student are examples.

And,

in the case of individual professionalization, educational structure is the second independent variable.

This is

supported by Bucher and SteLling's (1977: 184) \vork.

They

:t'ound that the st11dent 's sub~ ective experiences of developrnent and mastery were interrelated phenomena that fall into
the structural element of professional socialization.
Step one in developing a strategy for theory building
is to decide which of the two independent variables to
study first.

Since this is a study of the nursing pro-

fessio::l 'tvho chose to alter t'::e ed-ucational
~

:::ea11s

0.!

since

t~e

.

. .. t•

ll:.nl "tla 1ng

be3i~

struct~.;.re

T~e

chance vitbin the profession

as a

an~,

literature on adult socializatioh is not as

developed as
to

struct~J.re

t~at

en

educatio~al

with a study of the
o:'l

pro:t~essional

systems, it

e~fects

see~s

logical

of the educational

socialization.

suggested stepwise nrocess would then follow as:

14

15
study the effect of educatio::1al strc:cture on individual
professional outcomes; secondly, st:.1dy

t~w

effect of

individual characteristic sets on individual professional outcomes; next, study the interaction of educational structure and individual characteristic sets in their
effect on individual professional outcomes; and finally,
study the effects of students' professional outcomes on
the profession at an organizational level.
This research project v:ill deal \'lith step one.
is a

st~dy

It

of the effects of educational structure on

professional outcomes.
Why look at professional outcomes?

Because the

function of professional socialization is to transfer a
layperson into a professional.
1iJhat are professional outcomes?

Professional out-

comes, or as speaking from the student's point of view,
professional self definition

includes two components--

professional commitcent and identity.
lJ::'o.f'essional identity is the perception of one's seli'
as a prci'essional--a particular type of prof'essional.
Professional comr:litment is the

11

positive involvement

and
of an internal disposition" ( Thlcher
---~

1 ll"n~
s+P
v ...... .J...
l..- '....::>

'

10ry7.
./ l
•

214).

Beins cocmitted to one's profession imnlies that one
will give the activities and responsibilities associated
with it relatively 3reater priority than other areas of

one's life

(Sa::ilios-Rothsc~-:_-ild,

1971: 489-4S·3).

To the

extent tb.at o::.:e 's lateral ad.:_1l t roles are also o:: central
i~portance,

t~e

individual may experience conflict in the

assignment of priority.

This interaction of professional

commi tnent V!i t:'l other types of adult socializatio::J. vlill be
addressed latter on.
It is the assumption o:: this study that professional
identity and co:nmi tment are so intricately intert\·rined as
to be inseparable.
An important interveni::.:g variable that aids in assessing the ispact of educational structure on a studentrs
professional self definition is a 'stage'.

A stage is a

structv.rally defined point of progression.

In undergrad-

uate professional programs, such e.s the t'\i:o used in this
study, structural stages usually have a temporal dimmension.

One obvious structural stage is year of study.
Based on the theoretical statements above, the level

of student exposure to the eiucational

struct~re--stage--

should be reflected in the p=ojected level of a student's
::-:eas'L:reine::Jt on pro£'essional self definition.

Furthermore,

this t:::leo.retical ::ormulation predicts that an increased
exposure to the ed•_:_cational
levels of a student's

str'-~cture

measure~ent

t-Iill produce higher

on professional self

definition variables.
As stated prev:_o:.::sly,
strr.ct1:re re::'lects

t~1e

-'::~:e

vah.:es

professio::.:al edt".cational

a~:d attit:.~c.es

of the larger

/1 ,--

1'

nrofessional COD!7luni ty.
~cational

structure in

.

So~

to better :.u1derstand ti.1e ed-

nursi~~

it would be useful, at this

point, to switch to a brief =eview of
fessionalization in nursing.

organizatio~al

pro-

CE.APTER III
ORGAHIZATIONAL FROI:'ESSIONALIZATION:
TiiE CASE OF I:TURSIN G

Discussing the process of o;rgunizational professionalization in nursing

the purpose of presenting the

se~ves

professional socialization process in the perspective of

a :o.odel of the professions.

A related issv.e is ':lhether

nv.rsing is indeed a profession.

T~1at

is important for this

study because Etzioni (1969) suggests that vi:.1en a large
number of women are centered in Ol'le occupation it lmvers
the autonomy and lessens the professionalization of

t~at

particular occupation.
This 'semi-professional' status, as Etzioni labels
it, is a result of a dysfunction between appropriate
sexual roles and appropriate occupational roles.

MaLy of

the issues raised by Etzioni's book are particularly applicable to the field of nursing because its population
is approxi:o.ately ninety-eight percent i:lomen (American
Nurses Association, 1971: 86).
Particular concerns,
careerism expressed in

s~ch

s~ort

as, a lack of a sense of

term stays in the profession

and low priority given to one's occupational status have
definitely haspered the professionalization of nursing.
This is ill:..:strated by r:arold
18

\'lile~1sky

(196'+) i11 his

that a historical

argue~ent

~ycle

appears to be preva-

lent in most professions' development.

The cycle begins with an increase in science.

This

increase in science usually produces a similar increase in
tec~1ology

required of the

This creates a

p~ofession.

den:and for state regulation and

control subsequently

S'-..1CJ:l

impacts on the professional educational systen.
this control acts to
t~aching

i~prove

Often

standards demanded in the

institutions and creates a need for advanced

teaching skills.

This improvement produces a better

quality of professional education

.~nd

such an increased

need for an institution of higher learning to be involved
in the educational process.

':lith a:1 increase in t:1.e amo'..mt

and quality of educatior:, mo:re research is cor.1-pleted and
the profession thus produces a larger body of professional
knowledge.

The increase in scientific knowledge impacts

on the technology of the

cycle repeats itself.

This historical process has clear importance for the
theoretical model

o:~

a pro.fessio:.1 designed by Bucher and

Stelling discP.ssed. previous:'..y.

The next section of this

paper will outline the inter:relationship of individual
professionalization with the organizational level
The following section will

t~en

and theoretical model to exp:'..ain
nursing as a profession.

use
t~e

~oth

c~ange.

the historical

present status of

Buc~er

~~~~

and
----

-

Stelli~R's
.

Mo~el

~~~

Bucher R'..1d Stelling (1·~77: 21) suggest tvJ'O sets of
variables, structural and situational, to account for the
different levels of analysis in socialization.

Concepts

perinent to the natuxe and organization of the particular
profession under study and the social str:1cture of the
formal organization which 'processes' succeeding generations of professionals are categorized as structural. variables.

The second set of variables refers to social situ-

ations t'lhich are a function of--set up by--the larger
structural variables incl1.:ded in the first category.

These

are labelled situational variables.

In discussing the structural variables, Bucher and
Stelling (22) emphasize that the professions are a part of
a process.

The basic social unit 't·lhicl1 causes movement in

a profession are named 'segments'.

A segment is defined

as a su.bsroup t:Tithin a profession composed of individuals
':lho share common professional characteristics and beliefs
t~at

distingv.ish them from other segments.

r-·Iembers of a

segment share a specific professional identity and 2ave
similar ideas about the nature oi' the dj_scipline ar:.c'.
relative order of importance of activities it includes.
Professional

com~~nities

formal organization of

traini~g

mal organizations are linked
20

exist outside the
program.

partic~lar

The larger for-

the trainins and set

21

.
sone co:-:strc:..ints on t:'le auto:::o:ny of t"::lose desig:ni::1::; the
trainin~

program.

The :J.e:zt t\vo major internal str"L:.ctt:ral cor.1ponents
are

t~e

professional organization and tne structure of

training programs.

Bucher and Stelling hypothesize that

the structure of the training prograo is a function of
the nature of the professional organization.

Anc, de-

pending upon the professional ideology, candidates \vould
be selected based on their suitability to professional
goals designated by these professionals.

It would be

significant to distinguis::1 i::' the pro.t'essional organization represents one

o~

several different segments.

Their findings also support the hypothesis that the
internal structural variables determine the nature of the
situational-interational variables.
The other major internal struct::ral compo::1ent is the
training

progra~.

It detercines the kinds of professional
trainee engages, the types

activities or roles in

of codels approved and context of interaction vJi th \·lith
those models, and the nature of the peer group.
The trainee's participation in various categories of
activities would determine
fessional identity,

t~J.e

outcome in terms of pro-

comrnit~ent,

influence is not unidirectional.

and career,

b~t

this

In the process of eval-

'-'.e,ting these factors, a trainee decides

·,·:ha~

he or sne vJill

or will not adopt as a part of his or her professional

22

:role.
3uc~er

a~d

Stelling's

in mastery emerging as a

~odel

feat~re

argues that an increase
of the student's develop-

ment produces i:1creased reliance on one's own judgement
thereby causing a decrease i::: o:::1e's dependency on external
sources of validation.

The net result is that a student

becomes self-validating.

Since mastery is transformed

into sel=-validation, there emerges an autonomous professional who posses an

uniq~e

professional identity and

level of commitment, while projecting a career strongly
reflecting the

struct~ral an~

situational aspects of his

or her training program.
A connection between student outcome and external
structural variables indicates the fact that a graduate
of any progran p:::-ovides feed"Jack into t"2e whole system.
fact, change

wit~in

the

w~ole

system is a result pri-

r:.arily of the individual eva::..:.1atory process.

Orp;an-i zatiQ:':le,l
T2e first national
3uc~Gr

~ers"'Jectiv?

orza~ization

and Stelling's codel

~cu:d

in nurslng, as

identify as the "'Jro-

fessio:'!al comr.:1..1.:1it_y--an exte::-:::al structural variable--

Seven years latter, as a result of an increase
ryressure of 'external
state :icensinG law in

struct~::-al varia~les',
n~rsi:::;

was passed.

t~e

first

Another result
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o-:· tl-:is sot of variables vms the de•.relopment of a 9rosram,

in 1899, :or graduate nurses in hospital econ8mics at
Teachers College, Columbia University.

The purpose of

this program vias to prepare nurses for the increased demands of teaching and hospital administration.
The first collegiate nursing program opened at the
University of Minnesota in 1909.
nursing arr;ived· very late into. the

Thus, as Davis indicates,
._u~iversity.

setting.

This r.1ay be because "the subordinate position of the
occupation, its reliance on expressive and succoring
values, and its very historical beginnings confined to
v.romen 11 (Davis, 1966: 14-3).

Davis continues that "as

women, and moreover as vocationally oriented women, nurses
i.vere vie'..ved by tradition bound universities as a group
doubly
(143).

u~fit

for

w~atever

higher education had to offer"

However, the change in university philosophy from

that aD educating the gentleman scholar to a stress on the
need to "serve the age" and, a simultaneous shift in nursing

fro~

being a vocation to the ideology of professional

servic.e meant that science a::d technical education became
more acceptable.
One other criteria o:::· a profcssio::t, the code of
ethics, clid not appear 1::.:.1.til forty-one years latter.
Possibl;y this lag in time CO'J.ld be explained by the
fluences of external structural variables such as:
hospitals, doctors, and traditional feminine roles.

il~
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yosition taker:.
se~t

Nursing at the pre-

ti=e is a profession

One of the

met~ods

uithin

field is thro:1g':.

of

students.

n~rsing

Nm1

of

i~ t~e

ac~icv~n;

process of developing.
a Zull professional status
pro.:essional socialize..tion

that this paper has briefly presented the pro-

fession of n11rsing in its l1istorical and organizatio11al

context- to better facilit·ate an understanding.: of_ the in-

dividual professionalization, especially the place of
educatio~al

structures,

t~e

.:ocus will shift to a

discus~

sian of the act-:..:;_a: research r.:ethods used to gather and
analyze data that pertains
vidual professionalization.

di~ectly

to the issue of indi-

CHA?TE:5C IV
RESEA~CH

f·1ETHODS

AI~D

SM~PLE

POPULATION

Chapter two outlined the theoretical problems in a
study of individual

professio~alization

and established

a starting point for the construction of a comprehensive
theoretical model of professional socialization.

Chapter

three then placed the theoretical problem into the context
of the nursing profession.

This chapter will attenpt to

transforn the formal hypothesis that an increased exposure
to the educational str"tJ.cture Hill produce higher levels of
a student's ceasurement on professional self definition
variables into a research design using nursing students as
subjects.
purpose of this research is primarily exploratory

T~e

in nature.

Therefore, a descriptive contingency

for

mo~el

analysis of data derived from a five page open-ended questionnaire adcinistered in the Fall of 1978 to volunteer
nursing

st~dents

from Loyola and Illinois is appropriate.

Educational Structural Variables
The tv;o university

2.11J.rsL~g

prograrJs selected. as re-

presentative of professional educational structures are,
as stated previously, Loyola and Illinois.
are full

accre~ited

Bot~

by the National League of

25

schools

Nu~sing

and

2S
~re
c;:;._

lo~~~ec.~
~...-c.:.v

sraduate
T~e

~~

~hl·caro
v._
6

..1..~"

sc~ool

o~

reason,

?

~..Llll·-_·_~ir-.
----

They

also have a

"J:)ot~

nursing.
t~sse

two particular university

prog~a8s

were selected was because

~owever,

based nursing education

of some basic structural differences in their programs
which serves, in this study, as the independent variable.
To assess these differences systematically, a scheme designed by LeVine (1966) in 2is study of American colleges,
\vill be used to form a basis o£: comparison bet\'Ieen the t\vO
educational structures.
LeVine notes that

are six structural features

t~ere

of educational institutions that effect or facilitate
change in

students'

t~e

attit~des

The first is student

and values.

se~ection

which is a multi-

stage process of self-selection and educational criteria
evaluation.

~oth

requirements.

Loyola and

~llinois

have similar entrance

With regards to self-selection, students

appear to have similar

exposu~e

to health care contacs

within their families and are representatives of similar
socio-economic

stat~s (Kra~se,

It is interesting to

1971).

~cte

that LeVine's second fea-

ture--isclation of students--ieals with
~eterogeneity

t~e

at the institutional level.

issue of
So, not only

does the researcher have to cieal vri th variations of types
of individual

c~aracteristics

variations in

instit~tional

~ut

most also deal with

ssttings.
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T~is

o:!:'ings '..lP one of the first observable differ-

ences between

t~e

two educational structures.

under3raduate nursing
Ca~pus.

This

ca~pus

is located on the

sc~ool

houses

toyola's

p~imarily

dents in all fields of study.

Lakes~ore

urdergraduate stu-

Students commute to the

Loyola rv:eC.ical Center in I·layvJOcd for their clinical experiences and some upper level nursing courses.
ot:her course·uork is done at

t~e

But, all

Lakeshore Campus \·Jhere

these students attend classes with students representing
a variety of other selected courses of study.
Illinois, in contrast, is located in the center of
a large medical complex and students attend classes primarily with other students

~ajoring

in health care pro-

fessions.
A second major difference in the educational structure of Illinois, unlike Loyola, is

t~e

acceptance of

students only at sophomo:!:'e le'v"el or higher.

The student

body therefore, has a greater variety of educational experiences upon entrance to

t~e

program.

This structural

difference might account for an interesting statistical
difference between

t~e

two programs in regards to nursing

as a first c:C:.oice of study.

Loyola s:1bjects report a

higher percentage (63 per cent) of them selected nursing
as a first

c~oice

of study,

w~ereas,

Illinois subjects

reported a significantly lower percentage (42.2 per cent)
had selected nursing as

t~ei::-

first choice of study ( qt-;.es-
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_,_.
LlOD

~)

)

•

3

Eealth care related fields such as premedicine,

predental, and prevetenarian \vere the first
for a large percent (26.7 ner cent)

a=

c~oice

of study

the Illinois sub-

jects who indicated nursing was not their first choice of
study (question 3A).

This is much higher than the same

category of subjects at Loyola (11.1 per cent).

Is this

possibly a result of accepting students only at sophomore
level or higher? .. And, even more importantly, does this
have an effect on the incli vid'.lal 's professional self definition?

This difference vlill be addressed in chapter

five.
In regards to consistency of program goals, LeVine's
third feature, both schools appear to have expressed similar educational goals.

T~ere

also appears to be simi-

larity, as far as this researcher could observe, in the two
educational structures explicitness in values and role
models--LeVine's fourth feature.
In looking for mechanisms in the educational structure that deal vJith LeVine's fifth and sixth feature--the
opportunity to practice responses and provisions of both
~egative

and positive sanctions as feedback--this seems to

neatly fit into the structure of clinical experience for

3These samnle statistics are in reference to data
compiled from th~ questionnaire which is included as Appendix B to this paper and will be referred to only by question number in the followins text.

2 :'j"\

nurs1ng students.
differences

~etween

And this
the two

~s

the second major

struct~ral

Illinois t-ralnees
.!...

:;:JrograE:s.

•

have three years of clinical experiences, as opposed to
Loyola students, who have only two.
If one looks at the imuact of role-playing on the
development of an individual socializes's professional
self definition, than one

co~ld

theoretically postulate

that an increase amount of role-playing \•Jill correlate
with higher professional outcomes.

Any effect of this

structural difference must be looked for in the analysis
of data.
This completes a discussion of the structural simularities and differences

bet"~;Teen

the

t'ltTO

nursing programs.

Stages
As stated previously, in undergraduate professional
programs, such as Loyola and Illinois, structural stages
or levels of exposure to the educational structure usually
~1ave

a terJporal dinr::ension.

Year o:':' study vms selected as

the operational leYlgth of ex:;;osure--the
ia"ble--beca~1se

i~1tervening

var-

this objective term can saf,ely be assumed

to have the sane connotation to the researcher as it does
to tl::.e s1.ftLjects in the sanple.

By r::anipulati:1g the var-

iable 'year of study' this researcher can build some type
of causal sequence L1to the researc1.;. C.esign.

Pro::'essional Self De:·:.::1i tion Varia"'Jles
The object of analysis"in this study are variables
that rei'lect t:-:e student's p:;.;o:'essional self definition.
The five ways this will be ceasured are the student's
anticipated: professional co::.r,,i tment; 1:10rk commitment;
educatioLal goals; area of specialization; and best job.
The variable 'professional commitment' (question 22)
attempts to assess hmv identified the student feels "ltri th
the nursing profession.

In preceded responses an obvi-

ous distinction is made between practicing as a professional nurse: only until assuming the role o:: 1.vife and mother;
or only as a path to a better position; or as a life-long
occupation.
The second variable to measure a student's professional self definition is ':lo::-k commitment ( q-:.1estion 24).
This question attempts to differentiate between a student's
co~~itment

to a profession and a student's anticipated

employr.1ent pattern.

The reason for such a distinctioD is

based on Davis' (1966: 152-153) findings in a study o.f
nursing students.

He discovered that

t~ere

is indeed a

difference '.Jet·.·reen 1.·1hat ':e la:;elled. "pro:cessional commitnent and identity" and cons:.C.erations o:L' the place \:lhich
the student is prepared to accord to nursing in her
projected life scheme.

Both variables are important and,

to avoid accidently confusir:s the t1:1o types
they will be treated separately.

30

o:~·

commitment,
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T~e

third variable

in~l~~e~ ,~

this section is

student's anticipated educational goals
.t...

vl0l1

C')
) •

i~ ~ursin~

Si::.1ce nursing educe.. tors have defined

ucation as an

i~portant

factor in upgradins the

sional status of nursing

t~e

(ques-

hiz~er

ed-

p~ofes-

v;o:_;_ld. be interesting to observe

hov.1 many students intend to pursue graduate education as

a part of their

identity and connitment to

pro~essional

nursing.
The fourth and fifth

varia~le,

selected area of

specialization (question 7) and projected best job (question 8) v1ere specifically chosen to test the ass:.:r:ption
that the educational structure--university nursing prograr.J.--has an effect on \·;hat type of professional the student sees him or herself as

~ecoming.

Saonle Characteristics
A comparison of some of the basic descriptive characteristics of the student sa=ple appear in Taole 1 in
Appendix A.

Basically, the students represent an urban,

white population with only a sr.J.all representation of his)anics, orientals, or blacks.
=atch

ot~er

These statistics appear to

professional socialization studies of

3raduate nursing

students,suc~

~nder-

as, Olesen and Whittaker

(1968) end Davis (1S68).
T~c

percent

students' sender

wo~en.

lS

aunroximately ninety-seven
-,.;..

t,.;

A lar3e portion of the students have

::ever been narried ( 86. '+ };")er ce:J.t).

T~J.e

a:;e of ::::-espondents
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is within the avera;e

ru~gs

A significant portion of

t~e

of

~ndergraduates

as a whole.

survey subjects report fa-

ther's occupation in the category of 'managerial, technical, or professional' (39.7 per cent).

And the subject

mother is cost likely to either be a housewife (31.5 per
cent) or working in a clerical position (22.1 per cent).
The ethnic and religious composition of this group
varies from other similar studies (Olesen and Whittaker,
1968: 84).

A large part of the sample population reports

to be Catholic (63.1 per cent).

And, eastern european

(20.2 per cent) followed by Irish (18.8 per cent) and

western european (17.1 per cent) were the most often cited
ethnic identification.

This sample reflects the popula-

tion characteristics of Chicago.
Chapter five will now present the results of this
study.

CEAPTE~

V

RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter is to present
compiled in this study.

t~e

data

The first section will present

variables applying to the student's professional self
definition.

The following section will present data on

variables that are informally related to the educational
structure.
Although each table \'Jill be discussed as it is presented, a more comprehensive summary of the results, as
they relate to the theoretical model presented earlier,
will follow in chapter six.
Professional Self Definition

--

The concepts of professional identity and commitment
are considered together.

The two components of a stu-

dent's professional self definition will be tapped in
five ways.

They are: professional commitment; work com-

mitment; educational goals; area of specialization; and,
projected best job.
The first variable to measure a student's professional self definition is professional
tion 22).

co~uitment

(ques-

Table 2, on the next page, presents student

responses by year of study to the question of:
long do you plan to practice professional

How

n~rsing?

-

-~..........
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TABLE 2.

YEAR OF STUDY BY PROFESSIONAL

COMI~ITMENT

(PERCENTAGES)

.:::!-

ProJ.'cnc:Lonnl
Commitment

1<'\

Bophomorc~

Loyola
(N=99)

Uncertain • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12.1
Less than t\'10 years • • • o.o
Depends on family ••••• 2?.3
Until better position • • 12.1
Al\..ra.yn • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 48.5
Total

............ 100.0

Illinois
(N=97)

Year of Stud;z
,Tnniorn
Loyola.
Illinois
(N='71)
(N=55)

13.4
0.0
14.4
10.3
61.9

12.7
1.4
11.3

56.3

13.4
?.3
45 .. 5

100.0

100.0

100.0

18.3

33.8

o.o

c

.

.:~cnJ.ors

Loyola

Illinois

(N='-1-6)

(1'; =58)

23.9
2.2
21.?
15.2
37.0

29.3
0.0
13.8
50.C)

100.0

100.0

6.9
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Table 2 shous that appFoximately 51.4 percent of all
students in the

sa~ple

a professional nurse.

say

t~ey

will

~always'

practice as

In comparing the results of each

year to the average response rate above, it is interesting
to note.that the highest category for Loyola (56.3 per
cent) is junior year, v:Thereas, the highest response
for Illinois (61.9 per cent) is sophomore year.

These

years represent the time that students first have clinical
course work for each school respectively.

Although the

differences between responses is not that significant, it
is interesting to again note that in the year of study
.follov.;ing the first clinical experience, there appears a
large dip in this response category at both schools.
Loyola seniors drop to a 37 percent response in the category of 'alv:rays'.

(23.9 per cent).

And,

category of 'uncertain' rises

t~1e

Illinois

j~niors

experience a similar

dip in response to the category 'al'l.,mys' (45-5 per cent).
T~ey

toe have a rise in the category of 'uncertain' (33.8

per cent).

This pattern seems to remain in the case of

Illinois seniors.
At this point it would

~e

appropriate to compare the

students responses, by year o:: st-J.dy, to
1:.-Jork comy:;_i tment.

T~is

t~1e

question of

question \Jas designed to measure

how willing a student predicts she will be to work in her
professional role while having children

o:

age or younger in the :1.ome ( questio:1 2Lt-).

three years of

TABLE 3.

YEAR OF STUDY BY \•JORK WITH CHILD AT HOf.'lE
(PERCENTAGES)

Year of Study
Hork With Child
At Home
Uncertain
Yes
No

Sophomores
Loyola
Illinois
(N=99)
(N=97)

Seniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=L~6)
(N=58)

28.2
21.2
50.5

22.6
25.8
51.5

29.6
26.8
LJ-3. 7

34.6
2<).1
36.4

19.5
3<).1
41.3

29.3
32.8
37.S

••••••••••• 100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

• ••••• • • ••••

................ ..
...................
Total

Juniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=71)
(N=55)

3'?

. d.lea t es t..r:a t •_,v~le
_1 onger a s..,
+•
-':.ta "h,
. d.e 3 ::>..n
ua.en
t..

r.1

J_"

posed to the eQucational

str~cture

student to continue with the
ing children at home.

This

•
lS

ex-

the more willing that

pro~essional
~inding

role while hav-

is supported by other

studies done 'i:Jith nursing st'C_dents (Olesen and \·Jhittaker,

1968: 214).
Another interesting point that should be brought up
here is that the mean percentage of students who responded
t;yes' to \'lor king \"lith a young child at home in Table 3 is

27.7 percent.

This compared •;Ji th the mean percentage of

students \•rho responded to seeing themselves practicing
'always' as a professional nurse--51.4 percent--is much
lower.

There appears to be a distinction made by the sub-

j ects in this study bet\'reen professional and V!ork com!!li t-

rnent.

T:'lis noint \vill be picl:ed up again latter in t"his

paper.
T2e third variable to measure a

st~dent's

profession-

al sel: definition is the educational goals that he or she
sets (ouestion 9).
T2e cost interestins category in Table 4 is educational goals--Ivl .S.N-.-•:.rhere or:e might hypothesize that there
is a clear relationship

bet1·.r~·e~

the amount o.:' role-pla;?ing

--clinical experience--a stEdent participates in and that
student's educational goals in nursing.
~rom

Loyola,

w~c

The sophomores

have no clinical experience, have the

lowest percentage (26.3 per cer:t) of

st~dents

interested

TABLE 4.

YEAR OF STUDY BY EDUCATIONAL GOALS SET
(PERCENTAGES)

Year of Stud;r
CX)

t<\

Educational
Goals

Sophomores
Loyola
Illinois
(N=99)
(N=97)

....... ........ 24.2
....... ........ 26.3
..... 4.0
... . ........ 45.5

Juniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=71)
(N=55)

Seniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=46)
(N=58)

B.S.N.
M.S.N.
Ph.D. in nursin3
Uncertain

7.2
41.2
8.2
43.3

11.3
46.5
5.6
36.6

25.5
41.8
1.8
30.9

6.5
45.7
4.3
43.5

18.9
48.3
3.4
29.3

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

....••..... 100.0
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in pursuing graduate nursing education, whereas

the

Illinois seniors, those with the most clinical experience,
have the highest percentage (48.3 per cent) of students
interested in a graduate degree in nursing-master level.
The

fo~rth

and fifth variables selected as repre-

sentative of anticipated professional outcomes are the
student's selected area of specialization (question 7)
and the student's anticipated best job (question 8).
Since there is approximately equal representation of each
class stage in each educational structure category, the
tables 1:lill be condensed for these t\vO variables to display only the university and not each year of study.
hopefully, will facilitate better visual perception of
the differences.
TABLE 5.

UNIVERSITY BY SELECTED AREA

OF SPECIALIZATION (PERCENTAGES)

University
Area of Specialization

Loyola
(N=216)

Uncertain •••••••••••••••••••••
Administrative or teaching ••••
Pediatrics ••••••••••••••••••••
Obstetrics or gynecology ••••••

. 12.9

Psychiatry

Medicine

••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••
f?~-rg-e;r:-y: •••••••••••••••••••••••
Geriatrics ••••••••••••••••••••
Intensive care, cardiac care, or
emergency room ••••••••••••••••
Total .••••••••••••••.••••

1.4

32.9
13.0
0.5
17.1

Illinois
(N=210)
20.0

2.9
15.2
19.0

2.9

4.6

21.9
8.6
0.5

6.0

g.o

11.6

100.0

1oo.o

This,
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With regard to Table

5, there appears to be a gen-

eral trend for Loyola st~dents to select pediatrics (32.9
per cent) as a specialty area, whereas Illinois students
medicine (21.9 per cent),

split predominantly between:

o~stetrics-gynecology

uncertain (20.0 per cent), and

(1S.O per cent).

As a

res~lt

some difference betv1een the

t~is ta~le,

of

t"~llO

educational

there is
str'..~ctures

with regard to students' selection of area of specialization.

T~is

is a part of the definition of professional

identity discussed earlier in tbe theoretical model of
professional socialization.

·TABLE 6.

UNIVERSITY BY PROJECTED

BEST JOB (PERCENTAGES)

University
Loyola
Illinois

Projected Best Job
Uncertain •••••.••.••••••••••••
Continuing education ••••••••••

Teaching .•.••.........•....••.
Staff nurse
•••••••••••••••••••
Head nurse ••••••••••••••••••••
Hospital adcinistrator ••••••••
Public health position ••••••••
I·iidtlii'e •••••••••••••••••••••••
Non-hospital employed •••••••••
Total

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

(N=216)
34-7
1.9
8.3
12.5
18.1
11.1
0.5
2.3
10.6
100.0

(N=210)
37.'7
0.5

5.7

12.4
7.1
9.5
3.3
5.2
18.6
100.0

Table 6 focuses on the students' projected best
position in nursing.

Again, this table is condensed into
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two categories representing

~he

two universities only.

In looking at Table 6, there appears to be a general trend
anong both schools to have a certain percentage of the
subjects
in

t~e

who

uork setting.

schools see
role.

project very little movement for themselves

the~selves

A mean

o~

12.4 percent of both

as remaining in the staff nurse

A more subtle trend between the two schools is the

split between schools as to whether the student sees him
or her self remaining

~ithin

the hospital structure or

moving into non-hospital settings.

When asked about in-

nitial position, respondents replied hospital staff nurse
\·las their choice ( 6? .1 per cent).

But, as Table 6 indi-

cates, Illinois subjects do not predict that they will
stay in the hospital but interpret 'moving up' as 'moving
out'.

Loyola students, on the other hand, see upward

movement in their profession with in the hospital structure.
Nursing As First Choice .Qf St';'.dy
An issue brought up in the djscussion of structural
differences between the two universities was the fact that
Illinois

l~ad

jors (26.7

a larger percentage of Len-nursing first ma·=-

~er

cent) as opposed to Loyola (11.1 per cent).

The question was asked if this was, first of all, a function of

str~ctural

differences, and secondly, if indeed it

has any influence on the professional outcome of students.
In interviewing nursing educators at the Illinois
campus, it was verified that many of the students now
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nursing majors had been in other professional school rnaStu~e~ts

jors at the downstate campus.
~or

co~monly

many reasons but the most

may have switched
cited reasons were

that the time commitment in education was too long or the
academic requirements were too

~i~ficu!t.

Transfer with

in the university from one campus to another is easier,
in general, than transferring to

a~other

school, noted one

nursing educator, so therefore, the

st~dents

nursing majors at Illinois.

7,8, and 9 attempt to

Tables

would wind up

assess if indeed the non-nursing majors in this study have
di~ferent

anticipated professional outcomes than those sub-

jects who selected nursing as a major initallj.
Table ? looks at the relationship of nursing as a
first major to educational goals of the student (question

0,)
/

.
TABLE 7.

lTGRSING AS FIRST

r·~AJOR

BY

EDUCATIONAL GOALS (PERCENTAGES)

nursing-First Major
Ed::!.cational
Goals

BoS.N.

Yes

. ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .

Ivi • S. I'T.
• •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Ph.D. in nursing •••••••.•.••••

Uncertain ••••.•....••...•.••..
Total

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

(N=225)
17.3
38.2
4.9
39.6
100.0

No

(N=195)
12.3
43.1
5.1
39-5
100.0

There appears to be a slightly higher percentage
of non-nursing

~irst ma~ors

(43.1 per cent) interested in
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obtaining a M.S.N. as
jors (38.2 per

pppos~d

ce~t).

to the primary nursing rna-

convincin3 as Table 4 which shows
ed~cational

~owever,

These results,

goals set by the

are not as

relationship between

t~e

and clinical exper-

st~dent

ience.
Table 8 looks at the

relations~ip

between nursing

as a first choice of study and work commitment.
TABLE 8.

NURSING AS FIRST f,TAJOR BY

\'lORK 'i!ITli C}IILD AT EOl:E (:!?ERCEI':TAG:SS)

Nursinc-First

Work with C~ild
At Ho:::::e

Yes
(H=225)

No
(E=195)

23.1
22.2
54.?

31.8
3Lf-.4
33.8

100.0

100.0

Uncertain ...•.•.•...•••....•....
Yes

l'TO

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Total
In this table

(0.0002 level
between

t~e

o~

two

t~ere

Mc~or

appears to be a significant

si;nificance--chi-square) difference
;rc~ps.

Althoug~

it is

diffic~lt

late this findinc directly to the educational
it is an important difference

i~ wor~:

porting this finding is the fact

t~at,

tc re-

str~cture,

comr:::i tment •

Snn-

in Table 0--Nursing

As First l''laj or By Projected Er::.plo;y'lJe?".lt Plan--non-n:_1rsing
first major

category

a~ai21

shows a

hig~er

ment than do first choice nursing majors.

work

co~mit-
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TABLE 9.

l'fLJRSING AS FIRST ISAJOR BY PROJECTED
EI•IPLOYT1ENT PL.A.N (PERCENTAGES)

Nt:rsing-First T·iaj or
P~ojected

Employsent

Yes
(F-=225)

Plan
Full time
Part time
Uncertain

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total

T~e

large

perce~ta;e

nlan to vork part time

0~=195)

20.9

57.8

32.2
41.0

21.3

26.7

100.0

100.0

of nursing-first majors who

(57.8

tine is sligjtly lover th2n

Eo

per cent) as opposed to
t~e

non-~~~sing

f~ll

first cajors

work part time (41.0 per cent).
These findings suggest some of the informal \·mys

t~J.e

educational structure, with regards to student selection,
can effect the professional outcomes of its student body.
Individual Characteristics
It was clearly stated in the definition of professionalization

t~at

portant part of
Although

t~is

t~e

individual characteristics are an improfessional socialization process.

study focused primarily on the effects of

educational structures on professional outcomes, it is of
interest to look at this same group of students and compart the effects of types of individ:;al characteristics
to the effects of the educational str:;cture on the saue
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variable.
TABLE 10.

ETHNICITY BY \·JORK ':liTH

CEILD AT HOr·'lE (PERCENTAGES)

.Vork
Ethnicity

At Hoce

~it~

C~il~

T:ncertain

Yes

No

16.2
27.9
31.5
26.2

50.0
41.9

Irish (N=80) ••.•.•....••.••.•.
Eastern euronean (N=86) ..•.•..
Western euro~ean (N=73) •..•••.
Southern european (N=42) ••.•••
Brittish (N=10) ••••••.••••••••
Oriental (N=12) •••••••••••••••
Hispanics (N=15) •.••••.•.••••.
Afro-americans (N=14) •••••••••
Other (N=94) •••.••••••••••••••

33.8
30.2
21.S
26.2
20.0
16.7
20.0

14.3

26.5

30.0

16.7
26.7

64.3
30.6

46.6

47.6
50.0

66.6

53-3

21.4

42.9

It is interesting to note that afro-americans have
a si6nificantly higher (64.3 per cent) percentage of

st~-

dents v.rho are I:Jilling to 1110rk and at the same time have
children.

One could argue that this is a good example of

other types of adult socialization interacting with professional socialization.

It is also of interest that the

trend noted earlier vJi th regard to ed'J.cational exposure
and work with a child at home that,

sop~omores

had the

lm.-Iest percentage of t:1ose ;!illi:1; to do both at tl1e same
1

time.

Ten of the black

st~dents

statistic are sophomores.

who make up the abJve

Therefore, despite the trend,

in general, the black students in this study are more
\'lilling to v10rk and raise a family at the same time.
This

conclud~s

the presentation of data results.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

Tie focus

o~

this study is

o::. analysis is eC.ucatio:1al

o~

individual profession-

struct~lre,

in this case, ti'lO

structurally different collegiate nursing programs.

And,

the ooject of analysis--individual professional outcomes-is measured in terms of students' projected: professional
comuitment, \vork commitment, ed:.wational goals, area of
specialization, and occupational

placeme~t.

In this study, work commituent relates to the question as to whether a student would be willing to concrirrently vJOrk in her professional role
role of wife and mother.

"~:rhile

assumming the

Although Table 3 indicates that

the longer these students are exposed to either educational structure the more willing the students are to continue
to work while having children, Tables 8 and 10 show a
sharper contrast in differences between those that respond
ed

~n

each category.

This suggests that work commitment

is less likely to directly relate to the st::dents' definition of the pro::'ession--a

f~;_nction

of the educational

structure--and relate positively to a different set of
variables--individual characteristics.

A student's set

of individual characteristics such as ethnicity, sex, and
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4-7
age.
The idea of 1vork cor.1r.1i t:r::ent being independent of the
professional commitment of a student, as discussed in
cha~ter

=ent

four, seems to hold

t~a~

they do wcrk

tr~e

for the subjects in this

co~Gitcent

at this point in their

professional socialization.
Bucher and Stelling briefly
trainees in their study who

so~ght

disc~ss

the women

out career outions that

would allow them to deal with both the role of professional
anC. the role of mother (216).

But, as to hou these indi-

vidual characteristic sets interact with the professionalization of the student is not accounted for directly in
their model or any other.
The results of this study suggest that these students' educational goals are affected by the amount of
clinical experience--role-playing--they participate in as
specified by the educational structure.

These results

might be interpreted in the Bucher and Stelling model as
a higher professional comcitment on the part o:

stL~dents

vli th more clinical experience as a result of an increased

sense of mastery; but results micht also be interpreted
as the students' C.efinition of nursing includes more
education as the student has more contac with role models
who have a higher degree in nursing.
How these students define a professional self,

L~8

that is, what area of specialization and placement, varies
wit~ t~e

two

u~iversity

other in Table 3.

programs as compared vith each
:::iz~t

Tl::.is

relate to the t;ype of spe-:-

ie,lized skills a:nC. knouled;::;e each
stresses with students.

two programs.

Loyola

"L~_:1i versi ty

Also, anticipated

st~dents

in the hospital structure,

pro~essional

see movement upwards with-

w~ereas

Illinois

equcte 'moving up' as 'rnovin3 out'.
si~ilarity

settin.;

stu~ents

There is some

in the trend of Illinois students and a core

ceneral trend identi~ied by Davis (1966: 162) of ~acca
laureate degree

~urses

retreati:n;::;

Here too, seems to be a difference

fro~

hospital work.

~etween

the two ed-

ucational structures that relates to the knowledge and
skills acquired by students during the professio:nalization
period.
As stated in the

Introductio~

of this paper, one of

the goals of this research project was to assess the value
of individual professionalization models developed in
interpreting my results.

It appears

t~at

VJork commitce:c:t,

as opposed to professional comcitment, could be placed in
LeVine's scheme under the first criterion--student selection
Therefore, on of the major ramifications in the transition of nursing education into the university setting is
an alteration in the student selection process.

An example

is an increase in the heterogeneity of student character-
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istics cited (cf. Table 1) ·and as a trend in professional
socialization.

But, although it fits neatly under the

heading of student selection, it would appear from the
definition of professional socialization used in this
paper

t~at,

i~dividual

professio~alizatio~,

·type of adult socialization
other types, is directly
iables,one of which is

occu~ring

affecte~by

t~e

as

o~ly

one

si~~ltaneo~sly

with

two independent var-

individual characteristics of

a student.
T~is

paper only focused

pendent variables.

o~

the first set of inde-

It becomes obvious when one begins to

discuss work comDitment, an important part of any occupational structure, the latter set of variables becomes
i~portant.

A case in point is nursing.

The issue of lead-

ership in nursing has been directly linked to the baccalaureate nursing program.

It is the assumption of the

American Nurses Association that

the role of college-pre-

pared nursing graduates is one of leadership in nursing.
This is not the case, as noted by David (1966: 174).
Although these students have spent four years in a university

setting~

they still maintain traditional values with

regards to a work commitment.
It is interesting to note at this point that, although black nurses make up only five percent of the population of baccalaureate nursing graduates (American Nurses
Association, 1971: 70), black women, as evidenced in this
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study and others, have a much hig:1er vlOrk corrlmi tment than
any other ethnic group.

So,

alt~ough

the decision to

move nursing education into a university setting t0 upgrade its
cal
able

pro~essional

princi~;les,

it may still not, as a:r1 occ12pation, be

t~ro~gh t~is

status.

status is based on sound theoreti-

move alone to obtain professional

Many of the nursing profession's

dif~iculties,

such as lack of careerism, are a function of cultural
rather than educational structures and will not change
until the

la~ger

social system does.
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TABLE 1.

Attribute
Gender
Female
Male

L"-

1..(\

................ ....
J:.1ari tal status
Single . . . .. .. ..
f-1arried ... . .. . .
Divorced .. . . . . .
1-JidO\·Jed . . . . . . . .
Age (years) . . . . . .
Religion
Protestant . . ...
Catholic .......
Jewish . .... . . . .
Other . . . .. . . . ..
Ethnicity
Irish .... . . . ...
E. European . . . .
\'1. European . . . .
s. European .. ..

STUDENT SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS (PERCENTAGES)

Sophomores
Loyola
Illinois
(N=97)
(N=99)

Year of Study
Juniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=71)
(N=55)

Seniors
Loyola
Illinois
(N=46)
(N=58)

96
4

96
4

99
1

92
8

98

2

98
2

99
1
0
0

85
12
3
0

84
13
3
0

91
9
0
0

92
4
2
2

81
19
0
0

19

20

20

21

21

21

7
83
3

7

21
55
2
12

11
80
0
8

26
42
16
16

13
70
2
15

21
38
10
31

26
19
19
16

13
15
21
10

27
32
14
7

17
21
14
5

21
23
16
7

14
25
25
12

Table 1-Continued
Sophomores
Juniors
Loyola
Loyola
Illinois
Illinois

Attribute

Ethnicity (continued)
Brittish
Oriental
Hispanic
Afro-american
Other

..............
.... .....
. .. . . . . . . .

<X)

11\

Seniors
Loyola
Illinois

3
449
20

1
0
3
3
13

2
5
2
2
31

5
0
7
3
18

2
2
2
0
17

.. .
...............
. .. . .. . . . .

5
29
12
1
2

0
21
10
3
8

2
22
9
0
L!.

0
15
15
5
8

5
17
17
0
5

. ...

4-7
4-

52
5

55
7

4-6
10

4-7
8

39
3
5
0
2

35
2
7
0
4-

19
10
7
0
0

32
5
2
0
2

4-5
6
2
0
4-

12
1'7

11
14-

29
5

23
5

1414-

15
18

25

9

10
22

8
20

26
14-

2
5
42
6

Father's Occupation
Farm-service
6
Operative-laborer 17
Crafts
.
15
Clerical
2
Sales
8
Technical-Managerial
-professim1al
4-5
Health care
6

..

Mother's Occupation
Housevdfe
32
Farm-service
2
Operative-laborer
41
Crafts
4Sales
Technical-Managerial
-professional
15
Health care
16

. . .. . .

...
........... ........
..

I

R.N. contac

.... . ....
.......

I"lother
Relative

13
20

Table 1-Continued
Attribute

Sophomores
Loyola
Illinois

Juniors
Loyola
Illinois

R.N. contac (continued)

............... ..................
. .. .. . . . . . . .
First Major
Nursing .. . . . . . ..
Health care .. . . .
Physical sciences
Education . . . ... .
Social sciences .

33
13
0
21

32
1r;I
0
18

36
10
2
17

28
12
0
27

32
3
0
36

51
5
0
5

67
14
2
8
3
Humanities-business 5

54
26
7
4
0
9

55
12
14
5
3
10

34
29
15
5
5
11

66
7
7
2
2
15

37
30
7
0
7
19

Friend
\•lork
Other
None

Ci"'LI\

Seniors
Loyola
Illinois
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NURSIHG STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE ANSWER AS fv1ANY QUESTIONS AS YOU ARE ABLE.
FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

THANK YOU

1.

What university are you presently enrolled in?

2.

Before entering this university's nursing pro;ram did
you know any person(s) who is a registered nurse?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
no . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 2

IF "YES 11 :
A.
B.

3.

How did you know this person(s)?
Did this person influence your choice to becone
a nurse?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
no
2

Was nursing your first choice of study?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
110 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2

IF "NO":
A. What was your first choice of study?
4.

What would you say was the major influence on you to
choose nursing as a major?

5.

Other than as a nursing student have you worked in a
hospital setting?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
no ••••••••••••••••••• 2

IF "YES 11 :
A.
B.

What was your position title?
How long did you work in that position?

6.

After completing your B.S.N., what type of position in
nursing do you pla~ to seek innitially?

7.

What field of nursing are you interested in?

8.

What would you say your best job in the future will be?

9.

Do you plan to attend graduate school in nursi~g?
no ••••••••••• 1
Ph.D. in nursing ••••••• 3
M.S.N •••••••• 2
uncertain •••••••••••••• 4
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IF "YES II:
A. Why would you obtain a graduate degree in nursing?

10.

What do you see as the benefits of practicing as a
professional nurse?

11.

What would you say is the major influence for your
answer to question 10?

12.

What proble~(s) do you anticipate in your first year
post-Gracuation practicing as a professional nurse?

13.

What would you say is the major influence for your
answer to question 12?

14.

What do you think your university's nursing program
is doing that may help your preparation as a professional nurse?

15.

What do you think your university's nursing program
is doing that may hinder your preparation as a professional nurse?

16.

Have you already had or at present taking clinical
courses in the bospital settinG?

IF "YES II:
A. What would you say the role of the staff nurse is
as you have observed it in the hospital setting?

B.

Who do you think is chiefly responsible for defining the staff nurse's role?

C.

How does the role of the hospital staff nurse
correspond with the way you think the role should
be defined and carried out?

D.

How does the role cf the hospital staff nurse
differ with the way you think the role should be
defined and carried out?

E.

What would you say are the chief influences for
your answer to the above q~estions? (16A through
16D)
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17.

At some hospitals the graduate nurses who are most
successful are the ones who are realistic and practical about their jobs rather than the ones who attempt
to live according to idealistic principles about
serving humanity.
Do you think this should be true of all nurses?
strongly agree ••••• 1
disagree ••••••••••• 4
agree •••••••••••••• 2
strongly disagree •• 5
u~decided •••••••••• 3

18.

When a supervisor at
for promotion one of
length of experience
is 1:1l1at s,_:pervisor' s
strongly agree •••••
agree ••••••••••••••
undecided ••••••••••

19.

a hospital considers a graduate
the most important factors is
o~ the job.
Do you think this
should regard as important?
1
disagree ••••••••••• 4
2
strongly disagree •• 5

3

All graduate nurses in a hospital spend, o~ the average
at least six hours a week reading professional journals
or taking refresher courses. Do you think this should
be true of all nurses?
strongly agree ••••• 1
disagree ••••••••••• 4
agree •••••••••••••• 2
strongly disagree •• 5
undecided ••••••••••

3

Do you belong to any professional organization related
to nursing outside the university's nursing department?

20.

yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

no ••••••••••••••••• 2
IF

11

YES II:

A.

What is the name of the organization?

21.

You are a nursing student working in a hospital setting.
In reviewing the nursing care plan of a patient you are
assigned to you disagree on one of the approaches listed
What do you do?

22.

Do you plan to practice professional nursing:
for less than two years ••••••
until you are married ••••••••
until you have children ••••••
as a life-long occupation ••••
until a better position ••••••
uncertain ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••
other (specify)

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

23.
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Do you plan to be employed from the time you graduate
until you retire:
on a full-time basis •••••••••• 1
on a part-time basis •••••••••• 2
plan to work intermittently ••• 3
uncertain ..•.•..•.•..•••..•••• 4

other (specify)
24.

5

vlould you vlork vlhile having children less than three
years old at home?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
no . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2

uncertain ••••••••••• 3
25.

Do you believe the role of a professional nurse in
general is changing?
yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
no • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . 2

uncertain ••••••••••• 3
26.

Why do you feel the way you do about question 25?

27.

What is your age?

28.

What is

29.

\·Jhat is your religious preferences?

30.

What is your father's occupation?

31.

Hhat is your mother's occupation?

32.

What is your ethnic background?

33.

\·Jhat type of living accomodations do you have?

34.

How much education has your father obtained?

35-

Hov1 much education has your mother obtained?

36.

\·Jhat is your racial identification?

37.

What year of study are you in?

38.

Al'lY comments you vlish to add?

yo~r

sex?
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